
 
GREENSIDE FILM FACTORY 

Y6 - Who am I? 
Who, Where, Why? 
Me and the World  

  
STAR Day Planning: Summer 2 - 2019 Y6 Class Teacher: Daniel Mahara 
 
 
Class Film Text: The Lion King                Class Book/ Text: Stories from Other Cultures 
 

WEEK 1 THEME/ Hook:   The Lion King 
Monday 3rd June - Wednesday 5th June 
Learning Experiences: 
Immersion into our new film, The Lion King, which we will be using for the Year 6 
end-of-year leaver’s play. In this classic Disney animation, we follow the adventure 
of a young lion named Simba, who is the heir of his father’s pride. Simba’s evil 
uncle, Scar, attempts to kill Simba & his father in order to become king but Simba 
survives. He returns as an adult to take his homeland back from Scar. 
 
Each week, students will take one part of a stage production including play scripts, 
lighting and music. They will consider the role of each area in making a successful 
production. During this first week, students will also contribute to their final 
Greenside classroom display… Hakuna Matata. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
How are writers inspired? What was your favourite story when you were younger? 
Why is important to pass on stories? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: (Including any experiences for inspiration) 
Students will focus on familiarising themselves with the film. Who are the key 
characters? What are their relationships? What are they important to the story> 
What are the main themes?  
 
Our focus this week will be on the writing of a film or musical. Where do writers get 
inspiration from? Lion King is considered the first Disney animation to use an 
original story, so we will look at how the creators were inspired and where their 
ideas came from. Students will compare religious stories to that of the Lion King; 
we will analyse Hamlet and consider its similarities and differences to the Lion 
King. How might the writers have used this to help them write their own story? How 
is the plot the same / different? The characters? Do you think this is fair that they 

Skills: 

 
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate 

form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where 

necessary 
●  in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and 

settings in what Students have read, listened to or seen performed 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices 

can change and enhance meaning in narratives, describing settings, characters and 
atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey character and advance the action 
using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and across paragraphs 

● Be able to suggest ways of improving own work 
● Be able to comment on works of art 
● Be able to choose materials and techniques which are appropriate for their   task 
● Be able to talk about works of art, giving reasons for their opinions 
● Be able to communicate through visual and tactile forms 



have used other stories to help? We will discuss how we use our own experiences 
and understanding to write and stories were passed down and adapted for 
thousands of years. 
 
Once familiar with the story, students will begin to read through the play script for 
the Lion King production. They will prepare for final auditions as well as suggesting 
/ writing additional scenes for the play. The auditions will then take place and 
students will be allocated their part.  
 

 
Friday 6th June 
Learning Experiences:  
Singing Rehearsals: Students rehearse and perform the song from this week as a 
whole group including finalising choreography. We film the performance and 
analyse it as a group, with students noting areas for improvement and how 
relevant the choreography is. 
 
Friday Big Write: We will retell the story of the Lion King in a modern setting. 
Where can we draw inspiration from to help us? We will discuss societies in history 
that are perhaps more unequal and where leaders make decisions which could 
have a negative impact on the rest of society. What would a society with a leader 
like Scar be? How would this impact its citizens? How would we change a world 
governed like this? Our stories will include political leaders inspired by The Lion 
King’s characters and will have a similar message. 
 
PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)  
Students will learn the rules of cricket, position and tactics. 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 

and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and settings in 

what students have read, listened to or seen performed 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices can 

change and enhance meaning 
● Compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to 

achieve their personal best. Building on athletic skills based around running, throwing 
and jumping. 

● Use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and in combination 

 
WEEK 2 THEME/ Hook:   Year 6 Residential 
Monday 10th June– Wednesday 12th June 
Learning Experiences:  
After Simba’s father, Mufasa, is killed, Simba goes on a journey to become an 
adult - to prepare himself to battle his evil Uncle and to take back what was 
rightfully his. 
 
Almost like The Lion King, Year 6 will visit Oxford on their Year 6 residential 
where they will make the most of a range of incredible experiences, returning 
more prepared for the next stage in their own journey: secondary school. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions  
What world ready skills will help us to succeed? How will this experience help to 
develop? What are you most looking forward to? 
 

Skills:  
 
  

Friday 14th June - Sports Day 
  



 
 

WEEK 3 THEME/ Hook:  The Circle of Life (CPD Days Thursday and Friday) 
Tuesday  17th June  – Wednesday 19th June 
Learning Experiences: This week’s focus will be on the Lion King’s incredible 
music - we will look at the process of selecting music for a film and how it must 
be carefully chosen. We will explore the importance of music in film / stage 
productions. Students will explore the impact of music on different scenes by 
analysing each one using the ‘sound on - picture off’ technique. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
How can music change a mood? Can somebody’s taste in music be bad?  
What would life be like without music? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: (Including any experiences for inspiration) 
Students will be considering the role of a music director. Using the ‘sound on - 
picture off’ technique, what can you establish is happening? How does the 
music influence the pace of the scene or the emotions? Which sounds are 
diegetic and non-diegetic? How do you know? Students will then produce a 
written analysis of the sound in the film and its impact on both the viewer and 
the action. 
 
Next, they will use this to create their own choreography for the songs in the film 
for the play. Students are split into groups and each given a song to develop 
some choreography for. They need to consider the speed, melody and lyrical 
content of the song. How can this translate into a whole class performance? Will 
everyone be doing the same thing? What will different characters be doing? 
 
Maths in the Movies / STEM:  
This week, our science learning will make of The Circle of Life theme. Students 
will describe how living things are classified into broad groups according to 
common observable characteristics and based on similarities and differences, 
including micro-organisms, plants and animals. We will use animals and wildlife 
from The Lion King - they will consider how they might classify before learning 
about the actual classification system. They will give reasons for classifying 
plants and animals based on specific characteristics. 
 

 

Skills: 

 
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate 

form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where 

necessary 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where 

necessary 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices 

can change and enhance meaning 
● using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and across paragraphs 
● using further organisational and presentational devices to structure text and to 

guide the reader [for example, headings, bullet points, underlining] 
● calculate and interpret the mean as an average 
● solve problems involving the relative sizes of two quantities where missing values 

can be found by using integer multiplication and division facts 
● solve problems involving similar shapes where the scale factor is known or can be 

found 
● to use a range of materials creatively to design and make products 
● select from and use a wider range of materials and components, including 

construction materials, textiles and ingredients, according to their functional 
properties and aesthetic qualities 

● select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical 
tasks [for example, cutting, shaping, joining and finishing], accurately  

● give reasons for classifying plants and animals based on specific characteristics 
● describe how living things are classified into broad groups according to common 

observable characteristics and based on similarities and differences, including 
micro-organisms, plants and animals 

 

 



WEEK 4 THEME/ Hook:   Hit the Lights! 
Monday 24th June – Wednesday 26th June 
Learning Experiences: Students will consider how it is not just the actors who 
make a successful production - there is a large crew behind its success. The 
lighting crew will have a huge impact during our Lion King production so this 
week will focus on everything related to light. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
Can air make shadows? Can light bend around corners? Does an atom have a 
colour? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: (Including any experiences for inspiration) 
Students will shine the light on the settings in the film. How is setting and a 
sense of place used in the film? What are the key locations? Why is Pride Rock 
an important place? Students will compare the atmosphere at Pride Rock under 
Mufasa to the same place under Scar. How has it changed? Why has it 
changed? These characters have a big impact on the place around them and, in 
turn, this affects the other people in their pride. We create artistic interpretations 
of the two different states of Pride Rock and then write short but vivid 
descriptions, with careful word choice, to describe each image.  
 
Maths in the Movies / STEM: 
Students will be studying the fascinating concept of light. They will recognise 
that light appears to travel in straight lines and explain that light can be broken 
into colours and that different colours of light can be combined to appear as a 
new colour. Students will attempt to split white light using different prisms - then 
record results in a diagram. What colours of light can chn make by combining 
the coloured acetate? Students will also investigate what colour various objects 
look when different colour lights shine on them. 
 
Students will create final elements required for the play: ticket designs, program 
designs and content, promo posters, decorating the school etc. 
 

Skills: 

 
  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 

and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices can 

change and enhance meaning 
● using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and across paragraphs 
● using further organisational and presentational devices to structure text and to guide 

the reader [for example, headings, bullet points, underlining] 
● calculate and interpret the mean as an average 
● solve problems involving the relative sizes of two quantities where missing values can 

be found by using integer multiplication and division facts 
● solve problems involving similar shapes where the scale factor is known or can be 

found 
● to use a range of materials creatively to design and make products 
● select from and use a wider range of materials and components, including 

construction materials, textiles and ingredients, according to their functional properties 
and aesthetic qualities 

● select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks 
[for example, cutting, shaping, joining and finishing], accurately  

● recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines 
● use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain that objects are seen because 

they give out or reflect light into the eye 
● explain that we see things because light travels from light sources to our eyes or from 

light sources to objects and then to our eyes 
● use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain why shadows have the same 

shape as the objects that cast them 
Friday 28th June 
Learning Experiences: 
Singing Rehearsals: Students rehearse and perform the song from this week as 
a whole group including finalising choreography. We film the performance and 
analyse it as a group, with students noting areas for improvement and how 
relevant the choreography is.  
 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 

and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and settings 

in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 



Big Write: We will continue to write our modern adaptations of The Lion King. 
We will consider a sense of place - how is pride rock used in the film? Where 
might be a similar setting for our stories? 
 
PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)  
We will begin with a warm up run, side shuffles, butt kicks and high knees. We 
will then do a stretch together (emphasis on the muscle groups we will be using 
in our session and how we can stretch those muscles out as well as the 
importance of this for athletes). After our stretch we will do a short cardio boost 
to warm our bodies up (Jumping jacks, star jumps, burpees, squat jumps, angle 
two footed jumps etc) 
 
Students will then rotate between three drill groups: 
1. Overhand throwing and catching with a partner. 
2. Underhand throwing and ground balls. 
3. Batting practice. 
 
To finish off our PE session we will play a match. 

● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices can 
change and enhance meaning 

● Compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to 
achieve their personal best. Building on athletic skills based around running, throwing 
and jumping. 

● Use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and in combination 

 

 
WEEK 5 THEME/ Hook:  Hakuna Matata 
Monday 1st July – Wednesday 3rd July 
Learning Experiences: This week we will look at how some of the themes of 
Lion King could be relevant in today’s society. Mufasa represents good and 
pushes for a fair, peaceful pride; on other hand, Scar represents evil and his 
desire for power is fuelled by his greed. Simba is forced to make difficult choices 
about the path he will take. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
What is a democracy? Do citizens really get a fair say? What is a dictator? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making: 
 
English: (Including any experiences for inspiration) 
During this week we will explore the genre of animation and find how what was 
involved in making The Lion King. Students will research the history of 
animation from its beginnings to its highly developed present. They will work 
collaboratively in small groups to take a section of the film, create the artwork, 
write the script, storyboard the action, record the voiceovers and create the 
animation using the imotion app on their ipads. We will then put these together 
to create our own animated version of The Lion King.  
 
Maths in the Movies / STEM: 
Students will create final elements required for the play: ticket designs, program 
designs and content, promo posters, decorating the school etc. We will include a 
number of mathematical concepts from the Year 7 curriculum that move 
students on from our focuses in Year 6, including more work on algebra. 

Skills: 

 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices can 

change and enhance meaning 
● in narratives, describing settings, characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue 

to convey character and advance the action 
● using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and across paragraphs 
● assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing 
● proposing changes to vocabulary, grammar and punctuation to enhance effects and 

clarify meaning 
● ensuring the consistent and correct use of tense throughout a piece of writing 
● ensuring correct subject and verb agreement when using singular and plural, 

distinguishing between the language of speech and writing and choosing the 
appropriate register 

● how to use layout devices such as headings, sub-headings, bullets, and tables to 
structure text 

● using a range of cohesive devices and shifting levels of formality trough vocab and 
grammatical structures 



 
An important part of The Lion King is the costumes - this week, students will 
contribute to the designs of the different costumes. What materials will each 
require? What colours would be appropriate? 

● use and interpret algebraic notation, including: 
o ab in place of a × b 
o 3y in place of y + y + y and 3 × y 
o a² in place of a × a, a³ in place of a × a × a; a²b in place of a × a × b 
o a/b in place of a ÷ b 
o coefficients written as fractions rather than as decimals 
o brackets 

 
Friday 5th July 
Learning Experiences: 
Final Rehearsals: We film the performance and analyse it as a group, with 
students noting areas for improvement and how compelling the performance is. 
 
Big Write: This week’s Big Write will conclude the modern adaption of the Lion 
King. Will they end with hope & promise like the film? Or will they have a more 
pessimistic finale? 
 
PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)  
We will begin with a warm up run, side shuffles, butt kicks and high knees. We 
will then do a stretch together (emphasis on the muscle groups we will be using 
in our session and how we can stretch those muscles out as well as the 
importance of this for athletes). After our stretch we will do a short cardio boost 
to warm our bodies up (Jumping jacks, star jumps, burpees, squat jumps, angle 
two footed jumps etc) 
 
Students will then rotate between three drill groups: 
1. Overhand throwing and catching with a partner. 
2. Underhand throwing and ground balls. 
3. Batting practice. 
 
To finish off our PE session we will play a match. 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 

and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and settings 

in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices can 

change and enhance meaning 
● Compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to 

achieve their personal best. Building on athletic skills based around running, throwing 
and jumping. 

● Use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and in combination 

 

 
 
 
 
WEEK 6 THEME/ Hook:     Performance Week 
Monday 8th July – Wednesday 10th July 



Learning Experiences:   
Mon - Students will complete their Lion King costumes and ensure the stage is 
set. 
  
Tues – Final rehearsals. Students spend time finalising their scenes and songs 
ready for performances later in the week. 
  
Wed – Students prepare and deliver a full dress performance for the whole 
school followed by a family garden tea party afterwards. 
  
Class reflect on the whole school performance and consider what needs to be 
improved before the big evening performance. Students work in groups to 
improve their scenes, with time spent as a whole group refining the songs.  
 

Skills: 

 
  

● listen and respond appropriately to their peers 
● articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions 
● give well-structured descriptions, explanations and narratives for different 

purposes 
● maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative conversations, staying 

on topic and initiating and responding to comments 
● use spoken language to develop understanding through speculating, 

hypothesising, imagining and exploring ideas 
● speak audibly and fluently with an increasing command of Standard English 
● participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role play, improvisations 

and debates 
● gain, maintain and monitor the interest of the listener(s) 
● select and use appropriate registers for effective communication. 

Friday 12th July 
Learning Experiences: 
Graduation day messages: Students write their messages for the Graduation 
Day ceremony. They consider their time here at Greenside, what it has meant to 
them, special moments and memories etc. 
 
Big Write:  
Students write a magazine review of their play. What was good about it? Why 
should people come and see it? Who would like it? Particular performances, the 
costumes, the props and backgrounds etc. 
  
PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)  
We will begin with a warm up run, side shuffles, butt kicks and high knees. We 
will then do a stretch together (emphasis on the muscle groups we will be using 
in our session and how we can stretch those muscles out as well as the 
importance of this for athletes). After our stretch we will do a short cardio boost 
to warm our bodies up (Jumping jacks, star jumps, burpees, squat jumps, angle 
two footed jumps etc) 
 
Students will then rotate between three drill groups: 
1. Overhand throwing and catching with a partner. 
2. Underhand throwing and ground balls. 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 

and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and settings 

in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices can 

change and enhance meaning 
● Compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to 

achieve their personal best. Building on athletic skills based around running, throwing 
and jumping. 

● Use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and in combination 

 



3. Batting practice. 
 
To finish off our PE session we will play a match. 
 
WEEK 7 THEME/ Hook:   Festival & Celebration Week 
Monday 15th July – Friday 19th July 
Learning Experiences:   

·         Monday is our Crew Festival Day. 
·         Reception, Y2 & Y6 Graduations 
·         End of year parties 
  

Graduation Ceremony - students finalise their preparations for the ceremony 
and then take part with the whole school and parents/ carers attending. 
  
Students write a story with themselves and their reception buddy as the 
characters and share them with their buddies in their final session together. 
They create an actual book of the story including illustrations and present it as a 
leaving gift for their buddies.  
 
 
 

Skills: 

 
  

● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate 
form and using other similar writing as models for their own 

● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where 
necessary 

● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices 
can change and enhance meaning 

● describing characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey 
character and advance the action 

● using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and across paragraphs 
● in narratives, describing settings, characters and atmosphere and integrating 

dialogue to convey character and advance the action 

 
 


